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INTRODUCTION 

The Virginia Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries has released 

live-trapped raccoons in various counties of Southwestern Virginia 

since 1939 in an attempt to restock depleted areas. Tte results of 

this raccoon restocking program are shown in Table 1. A constant de-

mand from organizations and individuals for an ever-increasing number 

of raccoons for restocking purposes has continued from year to year. 

For example, during 1946 a total of 587 raccoons were requested by the 

sportsmen in ten counties of Southwestern Virginia, namely: Wise, 

Buchanan, Scott, Tazewell, -~rayson, Smyth, Roanoke, Montgomery, Wythe, 

and Page. 

Prior to 1946, raccoons for restockirig we~e obtained in several 

ways. Trappers who were granted special permits by the Commission 

captured raccoons using steel traps, and a few animals were collected 

alive by enterprising hunters who preferred to capture the creatures 

rather than shoot them from trees. In addition, live-trapped raccoons 

were purchased outside the State, principally from Florida. It was 

felt, however, that to meet the unprecedented demand for raccoons in 

1946 a more intensive effort would have to be made. Many persons felt 

that raccoons live-trapped here in Virginia would be better adapted to 

conditions in the Commonwealth than would animals captured in swamps 

of southeastern United States. Therefore, a cooperative raccoon trap-

ping and transplanting project was evolved between the Virginia Commis-

sion of Game and Inle;i:ld ·Fisheries and the Vir0 ini<.. Cooperative Wildlife 

Research Unit. 
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A live-trap was developed at the Research Unit for use in this live-

trapping project and 92 traps were constructed during the fall of 1946. 

All available evidence indicated that Princess ~nne County, Virginia 

harbored as large a raccoon population as any other section of the state. 

The Game Commission had received numerous complaints from individuals 

living in this area regarding raccoon destruction, both to agricultural 

crops and to muskrats in the extensive marshes found in this section. 

The landowners claimed severe damage to their corn crops, and trappers 

reported that raccoons consistently destroyed muskrats, especially those 

rats caught in their traps. Taking these factors into consideration, 

it was decided that the trapping could best be carried on in selected 

areas of Princess .Anne County. Permission was ,subsequently obtained from 

the Fish and Wildlife Service to live-trap raccoons from the islands of 

the rlack Bay National Refuge during the period January 1 to March 15, 

1947. At the end of this time the trapping operations were transferred 

from the islands to the mainland of Princess Anne County and continued 

until April 26th. After trapping operations were discontinued a study 

was made of den trees and raccoon breeding habits in Princess hnne County. 

- Unfortunately, only limited information could be obtained from the 

trapped raccoons as they were shipped to the southwestern part of the 

state soon after capture. Of necessity then, this report is concerned 

principally with the development of a satisfactory live-trap, procedures 

used in live-trapping, hold~ng~ and shipping rpccoons, and an apprai-

sal of various other methods employed in obtaining the species for 

restocking. However, some information was obtained on the life history 

of raccoons by daily observations and by handling the trapped individuals. 
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TABLE I 

RACCOON RiSTOCKING EFFORTS IN THE ST;i.TE <F VIRGINii. SINCE 1938 

Years 

1938-39 
1939-40 
1940-41 
1941-42 
1942-43 
1943-44 
1944-45' 
1945-46 

Numbers released 

6 
50 
21 

137 
17 
30 
53 
47 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The raccoon (Procyon lotor) is a native of every state of the union. 

In Virginia the raccoon is reported from every county, although it is 

somewhat rarer in the north and southwest than elsewhere in the State 

(Handley and Patton, 1947). In the early days of the settlement of this 

country raccoon pelts were used as a medium of exchange (Whitney, 1931). 

Still very little has been learned about this furbearer. Most of the 

accounts regarding raccoons are of general popular information which 

have been handed down for years; for instance, the masked face, the 

bushy ringed tail, their nocturnal and aboreal habits, and the fantastic 

tale that 1coons wash all of the food which they consume. Whitney 

(1931) cails the raccoon 11 one of the least understood of the mammals". 

Some work has been r:lone on the verious phases of the life histories 

of ~coons, but save for two experiments--onc in Uhio and the other in 

Michigan--no accounts in the available literature have been found re-

garding a complete study of this species Stuewer (1943) live-trapped 

and studied the raccoon in the State of Michigan for several years and 

is perhaps the most complete and valuable reference. Butterfield (1944) 

carried on similar studies in Jhio. 

For the immediate problem of live-trapping raccoon and transporting 

them for restocking purposes no accounts have been found in the available 

literature. 
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DEVELOPivlENT OF TH~ TR.i~P 

The development of an acceptable trap to live-capture raccoons was 

of primary importance. It was essential to construct a trap that would 

not only capture raccoons without injury, but one that would hold the 

captives for an indefinite peri-0d. Traps of light construction were 

necessary for they would nave to be transported on a small skiff and 

then carried throughout the trapping areas. Raccoons have been live-

trapped for population studies in other states using an adaptation of 

the old Biological Survey box trap, and it was decided thet further mod-

ifications on this type trap would be made for the present project. 

During August and September of 1946 .20 experimental traps were 

constructed. They were made entirely of 12~ gauge l 11x2 11 welded wire, 

except for the back which was a 12"xl11xl" piece of pine. The dimensions 

on ten of the traps were 12"xl211xJ6 11 , and the remaining ten were 12" 

xl2"x24". This trap had a 1111xl7" wire door which fell inward and 

closed the entrance when pressure was placed on the treadle. 

In late September these traps wer e transported to the Back i3ay 

area in Princess ~nne County where their effectiveness in capturing 

raccoons was to be tested. The traps were set for five nights (100 

trap-nights). 7he results were largely negative; three traps were 

sprung and raccoon hair was found on the doors. The traps proved in-

capable of holding raccoons, mainly due to ineffective door catches. 

Accordingly, it was decided that the door and trigger mechanism would 

be scrapped, but the body of the trap would be utilized. ~ compromise 

o! JO inches was agreed upon as the most suitable length. 
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h description of the materials used and procedures followed in 

constructing the final version of the trap employed in the present 

study is given in the following pages. 

BODY O.! !_R.i.P 

Materials reguired--One piece of 111x2 11 , 12~ gauge welded wire 

50"x.30" • 

Construction--The welded wire was bent into a rectangular box, r 

thus forming the two sides, the bottom, and the top, all having 'the 

dimensions 12"xJ011 • The remaining two inches of wire were utilized 

in binding the body together at two inch intervals. 

BACK OF TRAP 

Materials reguired...:-one piece of pine boa:rd 12"xl"xl", one ten 

penny nail, twelve small staples, and one strip of ~" hardware cloth 

l5"x40". 

Construction--The back board was painted a dark green to prevent 

weathering. A nail which would later accommodate the bait was driven 

at an angle toward the top of the trap. The back was inserted into the 

body of the trap, and attached by means of staples. i-.t the same 

time, hardware cloth was attached at the rear of the trap covering the 

top and two sides. This features supposedly would prevent any animal 

from reeching through the wire to obtain the beit, and theoretically 

would force the raccoons to enter the door to procure the lure or bait. 

TREADLE ~ ' 

Materials reguired--One piece of l"x2", 12~., gauge welded wire 

10"x5", one piece of tin 12"x4~"· 
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Construction--The tin was bent over slightly on the top and two 

sides and fitted over the welded wire much like an envelope; this also 

seemed to strengthen the treadle considerably. Four individual strands 

of wire were used to fasten the treadle to the bottom of the trap. 

These strands were fashioned into rings, allowing the tre~dle free-play. 

The treadle wa-s attached U" f:rom the rear of the trap • 

.QQQ!i 
Materials reguired--A piece of 10 gauge metal 13"xl0 3/411 • 

Construction--The metal doors were cut to size by a local tinner. 

A finger lift was fashioned by cutting a section ~"x:~" at top center, 

and bending this section out at right angles. It was believed that 

this would facilitate the manipulation of the slide door. 

FR, ,MK.'JORK OF THE TR,:,p 

Materials reguired--Two uprights of white pine 2~"x271•x3/4 11 ,. 

one top piece of white pine 2~ 11xl"xJ/4", two pieces of white pine 

2~"xl4~"x3/411 , and twelve ten penny nail~. 

Construction of framework~Each of the uprights were grooved 

t"x~" to accommodate the metal door. These grooves were cut approx-

imately ~" from the front of the uprights. The top piece of the trail\e-

work was nailed directly to the uprights. The purpose of this piece 

was to prevent warping and keep ice, snow, and debris from collecting 

in the grooves. The bottom piece of the framework fitted between the 

uprights. It was notched on the r~ont edge, flush with the grooves 

of the uprights, thus allowing the door to fall into the groove of 

the bottom piece. This feature was devised to prevent the raccoons 
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from raising the door, and eliminated the need of any catch or lock. 

The middle strip also fitted between the uprights. It's purpose 

was to discourage warping and it also served as an essential part of 

the trigger mechanism. .h !" hole was drilled through this piece, 

parallel to the top and bottom. Before the frP..mework was assembled 

the door was placed in the grooves, thus making each framework a 

separate interchangeable unit. 

TRIGGER MECHANISM 

Materials required--One piece of thin pliable wire approximately 

20" long, and an eight penny nail. 

Procedure~One end of the wire was connected to the rear of the 

treadle. The opposite end was free and had a nail attached. The wire 

led from the treadle to the top of the trap, then to the front where 

the nail was inserted into the hole in the middle piece of the frame-

work. The purpose of the nail was to hold the door open. Any pres-

sure applied to the treadle would pull the nail from the hole in the 

framework and the door would fall. 

FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To facilitate the transportation of the traps from Blacksburg 

to the trapping area, the final assembly was not completed until 

arrival at Back Bay. A framework was placed inside each of the 

traps, thus saving trucking space. (See Fig. 1) The final assem-

bly was accomplished by inserting the framework into the !rent of 

the trap and attaching by either wires or staples. Altogether 92 , 

traps were constructed. The fully assembled trap weighed only 11 

pounds. (See Fig. 2). 



.... 
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TH1~PPING OPERATION-fuiGGED ISLAND 

Headquarters for the trapping and study of raccoons we:re estab-

lished in a small cabin on the southeast section of Ragged Island on 

January 3, 1947. When the Refuge was established by the Fish and 

Wildlife Service, this cabin was salvaged from the remains of a once-

prosperous duck club. (See Fig. 3). 

Ragged Islarx:l is the most southerly of the islands comprising 

the Ba.ck day National Refuge. (See Hap). It is approximately nine 

hundred acres in area and is composed of a series of smaller islands 

interspersed with channels,· coves, and ponds. The entire area is 

precbminat.ely marshland; tre principal veg~tat~on being narrow leaf 

cattail (Typha angustifolia), cord grass (Spartina cynosuroides), 

and bulrush (Scirpus sp.). The only trees to be found on Ragged 

Island grow in the immediate vicinity of the cabin and on Persimmon 

Point, these two areas being the two highest points on the island. 

The trees near the cabin consist of a limited number of oaks 

(Quercus phellos and Quercus nigra), persimmon (Diospyros virgin-

iana), mulberry(~~), willow (Salix sp.), and myrtle 

(Myrica cerifera). Japanese honeyimckle (Lonicera japonica) covers 

most of the urx:lerstory in this area. Persimmon Point is character-

ized by a small grove of persimmons and myrtles. Here, too, a lux-

urious growth of honeysuck+e dominates the ungerstory. (See Fig. 4). 

It is interesting to note that none of the trees on hagged Island 

contain cavities which might be used as dens by raccoons. 
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The trapping operations began with four traps being set near the 

cabin on the night of January 3rd. more traps were set out progressiv-

ely as they were assembled. The locations of trap sets were governed 

to a certain extent by accessibility of the skiff to likely-appearing 

areas, and the trap positions were governed mainly by observations of 

raccoon activity, such as tracks, rurrNays, and scats. No attempts 

were ma.de to set the traps in definite grid patterns. The trap sets 

were changed constantly to correlate with the movements of the rac-

coons as indicated by their tracks. Their activities appeared to be 

concentrated along the edges of the .rmrsh and examinations of scats 

gave evidence that crippled waterfowl was one of the principal sources 

of food during January. A freshly consumed Cankda fPOse carcass was 

found on !tagged Island on January 23rd. 

Thirteen raccoons were captured on Ragged Island during the 

period January 3 to the 23, as a result of 731 trap-nights. The 

first raccoon was trapped in the yard of the cabin apµ- oximately 

seventy five feet from the back cbor. Four complete nights were 

lost because of motor trouble and storms on the .day when the traps 

could not be tended. January 8 was the m:>st successful night during 

this period when four raccocns were captured. Three of these ani-

mals were trapped at Persimmon Point within a 100 foot radius. Four 

raccoons were trapped along the edges of otter Pond, which is located 
, . ' 

approximately one half ' mile to the northwest of the ca1Jin. This pond, 

muddy and shallow, covers a surface area of an acre arrl has an outlet 

to the ~y. It appeared to contain a large fish population, and this 

in turn might well account for the numerous raccoon signs in this 
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vicinity. 

Seven of the raccoons captured on Ragged island were females. The 

heaviest 'coon trapped was a male weighing 15 pounds 4 ounces; the 

smallest, a female which weighed 4 pounds 12 ounces. 

A variety of bait was utilized during the trapping on riagged Island 

in an attempt to determine the lure most attractive to raccoons in this 

area. Six raccoons were captured with sardines as bait, three with 

crippled waterfowl, three with fresh carp, and the last one with smoked 

rerring. 

One of the main advantages of carrying on a trapping operation 

on the islands of the ri.efuge was tmt there was relatively no interfer-

ence with the traps, there being no other inhabitants on the islands. 

During the trapping on hagged Island only two mammals besides raccoons 

were caught in the tre.ps; a large black and white house cat (Felis 

domestica) was ceptured t he first night the traps were set out and 

later two rats (Rattus norvegicus) were caught in the traps. The 

cat, so far as could be determined, had been living on the island 

for at least eight years and was extremely wild. Tracks of other 

large mammals found on Ragged Island included muskrat (Ondatra 

zibetheca), otter (Lutra canadensis), and mink (Mustela ~), but 

none of these aninals were captured nor did they disturb the traps. 

It may be of interest to note that a largeherring gull was caught in 

a beaver trap ~.t the edge 'of' Otter Pond. 

Tra::iping operations were moved to Long Island on the 24th of Ja11-

uary when the raccoon population appeared to have been substantially 

reduced on Ragged Island. 



• 

• 
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LONG ISLAND TRAPPING OPERATIONS 

Long Island is separated from Ragged Island by the Little Narrows, 

a channel 150 feet in width. (See Map ) • The distance from the ~ad

quarter s on hat,ged Island to the southern tip of Long Island is t wa 

miles of open water across Sand Bay. Long Island is two and one half' 

miles long running north and south. 'L'he total acer age is computed to 

be about 3,000 acres. 

A wooded expanse covering about 25 acres of loblolly pine (Pinu§ 

~) hackberry (Celtis sp.) and persimmon lies near the southern 

portion of the isla.nd. (See · Fig. 5). The understory is dense, con-

sisting of entangelements of Jape.nese honeysuck~e, greenbriar (Smilax 

sp.), poison ivy(~ to:xicodendron), and grape (Vitis sp.). An 

extensive marsh completely surrounds this wooded area with the predom-

inant vegetation of narrow leaf cat-tail, cord grass, bulrush, and 

spikerush (Eleocharis sp.). (See Fig. 5). During the period when the 

trapping was in :irogress most of the marshlend W?s purned to improve 

the habite.t !or waterfowl and muskrats. 

Two fields comprise 80 acres of tha central portion of the island; 

they are cultivated yearly by the rtefuge personnel to provide winter 

feeding grounds for Canada geese. During the winter of 1947 approxim-

ately 2,000 geese fed daily on tre rye which had been planted for their 

benefit. Numarous racc.oon/ tracks were observed .. in and around these 

fields during high tides; the high water presumebly compelled the rac-

coons to leave the mershlands and trey moved to higrer ground in search 

of food. The carcasses of two Canada geese were discovered in the lower 
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field, but it could not be determined what predator, if any, caused the 

death of these two geese. 

The southern field is !:ordered on the west by a narrow wooded area 

composed of loblollies, persinvnons, hackberries, and myrtle. An almost 

impenetrable mass of honeysuckle, grape, and greenbriar constitutues the 

ground cover. ~nether small grove of trees, principally persimmon and 
I 

holly (~ ~) divides the two fields and it is here that the island 

reaches its narrowest point. At the northern tip of Long Island still 

another outcroping of persirrunons, myrtles, ard mulberries cci.n be foun~, 

along wt th the omnipresent greenbriar and honeysuckle. 

A superficial survey was made of Lol'\g Isl ~nd before setting out 

the traps. ; Innurerable ' tracks were found on the beaches along the marsh, 

but :it. was impossible to cover the extended shoreline with the limited 

number of traps. It was thought at this time tha.t the majority of the 

raceoons were denning in the wooo ed regions and feeding in the surround-

ing marsh and along the edges of tre Bay. In less than an hour's time 

thr ee raccoons were observed in the wooded area near the southern tip of 

the island. One 'coon was discovered a.top a sne g and two others were 

jumped from their nest beneath a thicket of honeysuckle. It was reasoned 

that by setting a line of traps around this loblolly woods the raccoons 

might be lured into the tra ps en route to their feeding grounds or when 

they returned to their dens. 1410 f'ir-.t -ine of tra ps was established 

accordingly. 

As the operations continued, a thorough search for raccoon signs 

was nade on all sections of the isl.end. As on hagged I::ik,.1d, the traps 
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were moved about ro nstantly in ~ n effort to correlate tra:'Piog opera-

tions with the movenents of the raccoons from one area to another. By 

the time the trapping we1s discontinued on Long Island all the most 

likely looking territories had been tr8~ped with varying degrees of 

success. 

The raccoon CC1mpaign on Long Island continued from January 24 to 

March 16th. Due to the very nC1ture of the project many complications 

arose during this period. Checking the traps daily necessitated a 

trip across two miles of open uay in a small skiff equipped with an 

unpredictcible outboard motor (See Fig.?). According to local inhab-

itants, the winter of 1947 wes the most severe in ten years. The 

United States 1.eatner Bureau c-. t Cape Henry di.scl:osed a departure from 

normal temperRtures during February of 141° and during March--152°. 

Storms and ice on the .l:la.y, in addition to constant trouble with an 

outboo.rd motor, resulted in twenty four lost trapping nights. During 

one period of six days the B.:ty was rompletely frozen over and trapping 

was at a stand-still. During these p:;riods of enforced neglect five 

raccoons were found dead in the traps. ~t was not definitely determined 

whether the creatures perished from exposure, starvation, or some other 

combinP.tion of factors. In addition, three raccoons escaped from the 

traps during one of trese i:eriods; had it been possible to check the 

traps daily it is improbable that any of these raccoons could have chewed 

their way to freedom. :storms on the Bay likewise prevented the commer-

cial fishermen from fishing and it was extremely difficult to obttln, 

fresh bait. These unfortunate circumstances doubtless affected the 
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trapping results. 

Thirty one raccoons were trapped on Long Island. ~ighteen of 

these were ca.ptured during tre first twelve deys when the traps were 

concentrated around the loblolly "'° ods. Tre most success fUl ni€ht 

was January 26 when six raccoons were trapped (See Fig. 8). Twenty 

four of the 1 coons trapped on .L.ong Island were m?. les. Whet re r this 

was a true picture of the sex ratio was not definitely determined; 

perhaps this divergence can be explaired by female inactivity after 

the JM.ting season. The heaviest raccoon captured was a male weigh-

ing 18 pounds 4 ounces; the lightest, anotrer ne le weighed only 3 

pounds 3 ounces. Twenty five of the raccoons were captured using 

fresh carp as bait, three with sardines, and one each with smoked 

herring, salted spots, and bluegill. 

Lo~ Islam supported et least two mammals not present on 

Ragged Island; namely, the gray fox (Urocyon cineroargenteus) and 

tre marsh rabbit (Sylvilagus palustris). A specimen of the latter 

was captured in a box trap baited with bluegill sunfish. An otter 

was captured on the south end of Long Island in a beaver live-trap. 

(See Fig. 9). Two Virginia rails were caught in box traps. 

Trapping operations ~re discontinued on Long Island when raccoon 

signs became scarce, and when it no lo~er appeared practical to con-

tinue the operations there. 



• 
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Ttl;-;PPING ON THE -..,,;;JNLAND 

On March 17 the traps and equipment were ~oved from Ragged Island 

and headquarters were established mar Back 0ay, Virginia. In the hope 

of interesting local trappers in the live-capture of raccoons for the 

State's tuture restocking program, the help of e. professional trapper . 

was obtained during the early days of the mainland operation. The 

trapper was loaned thirty five box traps and two beaver tr~ps. He 

carried on the work for two weeks (490 trap-nights) and et the end of 

this time he had captured two raccoons, one in a box trap end one in 

a beaver trap. By this time the trapper had become disinterested and . ~ 

wished to end the experimnt al operation; he felt that the financial 

returns for the great amount of labor required in moving and baiting 

the traps were too small to warre.nt his efforts. 

In the meantime, li.oos were set out in other selected a.reas. 

Every landowner approahced cooperated fully and was hapoy at the 

prospects of having the raccoons removed, for they evidently cause 

considerable dam;;:ge during corn season and occasionally in chicken 

pens. 

It was difficult to find acceptable areas for trapping. The 

presence of signs :indicating substantial raccoon populations and 

accessibility to roads were the deciding factors. Between the period 

March 16 to April 26 eight separate lines were maintained with vary-

ing degrees of success. The habitats of the territories trapped dif-

fered widely (See Fig. 10). Sets were made in twamps, msrshes, and ' 

along drainage d.it ches and rivers. One line encircled a !ield where 
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the corn had not been harvested, arrl to all appearances, the raccoons 

had been feeding there most of the winter. 

The only line which yeilded sufficient successes and relevant 

information to justify a detailed account was the final one estab-

lished. This line was started on the eastern side of 1'4orth Landing 

Rive r near the i~orth Carolina border. A sandy beach merged here 

with the extensive remains of a cut-over cypress swamp which suppor-

ted a diversified vegetation. This tract of land m d been posted 

against hunting, thus the factor of protection in combina_tion with an 

abundance of food and cover, provided an excellent raccoon habitat. 

It was rear this swamp that a farmer reported raving trapped 27 rac-
. . 

coons from his cornfield during the late sumrrer of 1946. 

In a total of 394 trap-nights (from April 8 to April 26) 16 

raccoons were trapped in this region. The trapping success was 4.06%, 

a much higher percentage than that obtained from any previous line. 

(See Table 2). 

It was decided t}'y:l_t trapping wruld not be advisable after the end 

of April, mi.inly 1br the reaoon trot femc. le raccoons wore reaching th= 

end of their gestAtion periods; capture At this ti111e would heve been 

both impractical . and inhUl?18 ne. Since the raccoons were being used for 

restocking, it wa s not desir2ble to ship males alone and the trapping 

operation was therefore terminated. rhe months of 4Ju8y and June were 

spent in rooking a study· of den trees and the breeding habits of rac-

coons in this area. 

The principal advantage of trapping on the mainland was tht"lt the 

traps a> uld be inspected daily, regardless af the weather conditions. 
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However, several disadvantages were encountered which did not exist on 

the islB n::i s of the Refuge. The raccoons could range over unlimited areas 

while the traps were necessarily concentrated in small areas. More inter-

ference with the traps was experienced on the mainland than on the islands, 

resulting in losses of bait and a reduction in the potential trapping 

successes. The chief offenders were opossums and house cats. Both of 

these proved difficult to keep out of the traps. Other offenders were 

crows and dogs. A turkey vultlll' e and a. snapping turtle were also cap-

tured during this period. On at least two occasions traps were tampered 

with by humans. h-11 the traps on one line were systematically si:rung 

and upset, and a week later there was a re pet it ion of the same inter-

ference. In the la.tter instances, characteristi'c dam[!ge to two of the 

traJX> revealed that tro raccoons had been released from the traps. 
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&i:hiOVAL OF RACCOONS FROM Art.ci:AS 

Handling 

During the initial stage of the project a funnel was devised to 

facilitate the handliq; of raccoons. it wes constructed of l"x2 11 

welded wire fashioned into e cone 3611 long and a 10" dia~ter at the 

rreximum, tapering down to 3 inches. A square of masonite was attached 

to tha errl which then fitted snugly into the doorway of the traps. 

7'he small end was enclaied with welded wire after a smail raccoon had 

succeeded in crawling through it. fortune.tely, this raccoon was being 

tagged and weighed in tre cabin and it was recaptured. vihen the door 

of the trap was rC1ised, tm raccoon would usually slink cautiously into 
: • • 't 

the funnel and beco~ imprisored in the smaller end. A series of 

sticks inserted behind the •coons would prevmt any further movement 

and while thus imprisoned the creatures could be handled without danger. 

The total weight of the funnel was one pouoo. (See Fig. 11). 

After capture the raccoons were conveyed to headquarters in sev-

eral different ways. If the trap had been damaged and consequently in 

reed of repair, tha •coon was usually retained in the trap and carried 

back. At other times the funnel was utilized and the raccoons were 

transferred from t re trap to a carrying cage or a burlap bag, Trans-

porting the captured animals in the traps proved more satisfactory, 

for the onstruction of .the carrying cage• was such that it was diff'i-
~ ' ' 

cult to ranove the raccoons, arrl when using a bag there was always a 

chance that the raccoons would chew their way to freedom. 

At the island headquarters an elevated platform was constructed 
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to acco!Mlod~te six treps and by setting it against the western side of 

the cabin s one protection from the elements was afforded the ca9ti ves. 

J.. strip of tin covered the tops of tre holding pens and wring severe 

weather 1211 boards were plnced on either side to i:rovide added shelter. 

The u;e of an elevdted platfonn allowed the set-ts to fall to the ground 

and prevented rontamiretion of the pens. (See Fig. 13). 

The traps proved to be excellent holding cages. ~t was relatively 

easy to insert food and water for the captive raccoons merely by raising 

the door slightly. Several experiences with lnrger holding i:::ens belong-

ing to local hunters and trappers proved most unsatisfPctory. ~uring 

the course of the study no raccoons esca'.)ed from the trap-holding pens 

once they were provided food and shelter. however, on one occasion, 

a male raccoon which had been chased for several hours by a pack of 

dogs we1s placed in one of the traps prior to the return to headquar-

ters; this raccoon knc>wed a"V'.'ay the bottom piece of the framework and 

nade his escape. 

It was found thet once the reccoons W6re imprisoned in the funnel 

they were reluctPnt to enter it again, and to elimine te unnecessary 

handling the tagging, weighing, and shipping were usually performed the 

same day in one opere1tion. There was difficulty at t~s in coaxing 

raccoons into the funnel, but it was found that this reluctance was 

usually created by excessive tension in the raccoons. Lt seemed that 

any distracting noises,: presence of a dog, or more than tv~ attending 

people would arouse the raccoons to t pe point of , fury and they would , 

prove correspondingly uncooper2tive. 
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A large sized fish-te_g (No. 3 .Monel) numbered and bearing per-

tinent in!OJ."11\':tion was clipped to the ear of each raccoon in order 

thnt the survival rate in their new habitat might later b8 ascer-

tained. (See Fig. 12}. According to Stuewer (1943) it was found 

that only six tags were known to have been lost out of _256 individuals 

tagged in this manner. ~While • still in the runnel, the raccoon was 

weighed, sexed, measureimnts taken, and any abnormalities not.ed. In-

spection was also made for the Jr esentle of ~to parasites. 

Shipping 

There were nine shipping crates utilized during the t ra ?Ping 

period, sll of tram varying in size. (See Fig. 14). Their sides 

were cover~d with welded wire to allcm ventilation, and the top, bot-

tom, and ends were .rm.de of wood. The top was later made to serve as 

a door by attaching hinges and msps. When tm first shipments were 

nade, only one or t11\0 raccoons were placed in a crate, but later it 

was found tm t larger numbers could be put in one crate without harm, 

On one occasion, seven male raccoons were shipped together, all 9f 

which arrived at their destine.tion in good condition. 

In preparing for the first · s hipmmt, the raccoons were turned 

from the funnel· into bags and then the bags contei.ning the 'coons 

were placed in the shipping crate. The crate top was then closed 

and by holding onto the bottom of the bags and gradually pulling 

them out, the raccoons. were deposited in the crate. This procedure 

became difficult and impractical wmn more than-two raccoons were 

being shipped in the same crate and alterations were therefore made 
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on each of the crates. An 81tx8" square was cut in the side of each 

crate and a door was oonstructed to fit this opening. The raccoons 

could then be transferred directly into the crates from the funnel. 

(See Fig. 15). This innovation speeded up the shipping procedur~ arrl 

was gene rally more satisfactory th an the former method. Hithout excep-

tion, once the raccoons were in the crate they would huddle beneath the 

door and much care had to be exercised to prevent all of them from 

escaping when additional raccoons were . introduced into the opening. 

A can for water was fastened in each crate, rut neither focx:i nor 

bedding were }rOvided. All the raccoons shipped in this manner with-

stood their journeys satisfactorily. In contrast, seven raccoons had 

been shipped from the area by local hunters, prior to the operations 

beginning January 1, 1947, and it was reported that two of t~m had 

died during shipment, presumably from suffocation. 

When the trapping was being ca (' ried out on the islands shipments 

of raccoons necessitated pa riodic trips to the mainlci.nd on the game 

warden's launch, arrl from there the raccoons were transported to the 

express office in l~or folk. A card was invariably sent to the game war-

den who was to receive the shipmant of raccoons with instructions to · 

notify the writer regarding the physical conditi~m of the raccoons upon 

arrival. 

During the iresent study 75 raccoons were shipped to 6 of the 

counties in Southwestern Virginia: 

Sc_ott County -------- 4 
WA.se· -----------------20 
Tazewell -------------20 
Buchanan -------------17 
Smyth ----------------10 
Montgonery ----------- 4 -75 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE RACCOON BOX TRAPS 

It seems appropriate at this time to present an e.ppraisal of the 

raccoon box traps which were developed for the trapping and study of 

raccoons by this investigation. The traps were generally good; their 

bes~ features are listed below: 

1. It was proven that they wi 11 capture and hold raccoons if 

the traps can be checked on a daily basis. 

2. The groove in the bottom piece of the fra.rrework has demon-

strated its worth. Tre door falls into this groove and below the 

wood surface and the raccoons attempting to lift the doors are 

thwarted • . Raccoon.s are very adept with their r;ort paws and contantly 

probed and searched for a possible oµrning men first captured . If 

the door fell on a flat surface many w:>uld have undoubtedly escaped. 

This groove made a catch or lock devise on the traps unnecessary. 

J. The box trap operates on a simple principal and inflicts no 

injury on the animal. 

.4. Tm versatility of the traps was ascertairod by its useful-

ness as a fish live-box, a holding pen, and a carrying cage. 

5. Even though the traps were subject t o all types of weather 

conditions, none of th an warped and few were e ver sprung. 

6. The trigger mechanism was simple and effective. lt was found 

that by rubbing vaseline 9n , th~ nail and wire ~he mechanism worked more 

smoothly and efficiently. 

?. The traps, though necessarily large, were relatively light 

(11 pounds). This fea.ture was imJX)rtant in tmt they had to be con-
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stantly moved a rrl carrieQ. about the islands. 

Disadvantages of this trap ere as follows: 

1. In tmt the framework fitted inside the trap, the raccoons were 

provided with an available surface for chewing. Though only one raccoon 

was able to escape by chewing the framework, much damage was done to the 

traps by the captured raccoons. Constant repair on the framework was 

therefore necessitated. By placi. ng the framework on the outside of the 

wire all damage to the woodwork would have been elimirated. This could 

be accomplished by lengthening the three interior pieces of the frame-

work and increasing the width of the metal door. The damage could be 

prevented also by covering the exposed portions of the framework with 

tin. 

2. The hardware cloth which covered the bncks on the top and 

two sides of the traps wruld have proven advantage:ous: had it been con-

tinuous and extended across and included the bottom. When bait (such 

as sardines) was used which could not be hung on the nail and had to 

be placed on the oottom of the trap back of the treadle, much of the 

bait was lost by small rodents digging underreath and trence into the 

back of the trap. 

J. The doors should be of heavy metal. At least five raccoons 

escaped from the traps by forcing the thin .rretal cb ors (12 gauge) out 

of the grooves arrl then crawling out between the door and the frame-

work. This rorrlition 'was oorrected when a strip of wood was nailed to 

the top and rottom of the thin metal doors, thus making them rigid.· 

5. Undoubtedly tre traps should m ve been enclosed during the 
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winter trapping to afford some µ-otection to the captive ani.rmls. 

:Mortality would possibly have been reduced. 

6. Almost without exception a captured raccoon ripped the treadle 

loose fr om it's attachnent, and often bent the treadle in half. Con-

stant repair of the treadles was therefore made necessary. The only 

solution here would be to construct treadles of heavier gauge metal 
' 

And secure them with heavier wire rings. It see.ired t mt the raccoons 

woUld first experrl their wrath on the treadles, tl'sn after disconnec-

ting them they would invariably reach out through the wire on either 

side of the trap and pull in fragments of surrounding vegetation and 

debris. 
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BAILEY BE1WER TR11.P 

As a test experiment in determining the best type trap for live-

capturing raccoons, twelve Bailey beaver traps of the Virginia ~~ildlife 

Unit were utilized at intervals during the period of study. (See 

Figs. 9 and 16), 

Only three raccoons wore captured in these traps-one on Ragged 

Island, one near Pungo, and one at Pl.llintary M,,.rsh. Actually, these 

traps are well adapted to the capture of raccoons; they can be set 

directly in a runway, while the box trap presents an obvious block-

ing at an established runway and raccoons tend to ~detour. For this 

reason, t~e b::>x traps were placed at right angl.es to the runway but 

the beaver trap is in the open and appea rs to be easily obtained. 

Another good feature is that the trigger ire chanism is well adapted to 

the feeding habits of the raccoons. They utilize their front paws for 

digging and obtaining food, and in grasping the bait wired to the trig-

ger, the trap is easily thrown without causing injury to the captive. 

The beaver traps were utilized infrequently, however, for their 

weight and bulkiness made them impractical for island trapping. They 

weigh approxim:i.tely 37 pounds, and naturally only one or two of the 

traps rould be carried in the small skiff.. Too, only one trap could be 

carried into the marsh at one time and this was slow and rurdensome 

work. In contrast, four ,of. the oox traps could be carried and set with • 
greater ease. 

A lack of the proper type bait also limited the use of these traps. 

During several P3r icxis in February and March only sardines were available 
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and these could not be used to bait beaver traps. Of the three 1 coons 

captured in the beaver traps, one was ca ught with the leg of a crippled 

snow goose, one with the tail of a bowfin, and the third with catfish 

heads. Incidentally, the raccoon captured in a beaver type live-trap 

near Pungo, Virginia was destroyed. Judging by track evidences a dog 

had dragged the trap a considerable distance, and rad somehow managed 

to squeeze through the trap mesh to chew off three legs of the cap-

tured raccoon and rip the fur from its back. 

Another disadvantage of the beaver trap was the difficulty 

occasioned in removing capt.ure0 raccoons from the rt raps. This man-

uever. was accomplished by using a dip-net which ha cl been fashioned 

by bending re avy gauge wire into a hoop and a short handle; the hoop 

was then sewed into the open end of a l:ur lap bag. The trap was 

opened slightly and the net inserted int o the trap. By holding onto 

the handle and by careful manipulations, the racc oon could be despos-

i ted in the bag and then lifted from the trap. 
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STEEL TRAPS AS A Ml!:THOD OF LIVE-CAPTURING RACCOONS 

An existing law prohibits the trapping of raccoons in Virginia, 

and raccoon hides being literally worthless, illegal trapping is pro-

bably negligable. However, a nwnber of enterprising trappers have 

been granted special permits issued by the Commission and have been 

live-trapping raccoons for the restocking program using steel traps. 

There are several advantages of the steel trap over the box trap. 

A trapper can easily carry 50 steel traps into habitat mere the b:>x 

traps and beaver traps could not be employed, and by concealing the 

steel traps in runways, bait :is not always necessary. 

The greatest. disadvantage in using steel traps to capture rac-
• ' • > 

coons for restocking is the injury imposed on the creatures them-

selves. It appears to the writer that for restocking any species 

only the healthiest specimens should be released. Regardless of the 

size used, the steel trap almost inv<)riably inflicts some damage to 

the feet or toes of the imprisoned raccoons; usually the bones are 

broken and the creature event~lly loses feet or toes. .Much of the 

damage is self-inflicted for raccoons tend to "ring" or chew off the 

captured members in attempts to escape. In most instances, the larger 

the individual the more damage is suffered. It can hardly be argued 

that a raccoon with ·only three legs or feet will make the best risk in 

a restoc~ing effort. : An, a~imal undoubtedly n;s adversities enough in 

adjusting itself to a new environzoont without physically handicapping 

it in such vital activities as food-getting, climbing, and locomotion. 

However, the raccoons seem able to adapt themselves to varied circum-
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cumstances. Two of the raceoons captured on Ragged Ilsand lacked front 

legs, but appeared well able to take care . of themselves; they were, in 

fact, unusually obstinate and difficult to handle. 

As an experimert, 12 steel traps were set for a. week rear Pungo and 

Iour raccoons were captured. Two small raccoons were caught aeross.the 

toes with the skin barely broken, but a large male had mangled his leg 

severely. The carpel bones we:re protruding through the skin and it 

appeared likely tra t he would lose his foot. The fourth raccoon was 

found dead in the trap; he had accidently drowned but it was clearly 

evident that he had chewed his leg extensively prior to drowning. 

There have been some reports of live-trappini raccoons with steel 

traps without injury to the creatures. This ie: accomplished by wrap-

ping the jaws of the trap with tape or by altering the spring mechanism. 

The traps must be tended early and the raccoons taken from the traps in 

order that self-inflicted damage be minimized. 

There is still another disadvantage ooncerned with steel trapping. 

Raccoons are at tines savage and belligerent, and it is difficult to 

release them from steel traps. The best method found was to throw a 

dip net over the captured raccoons before attempting the release, but 

this was infinitely less satisfactory than the box-trap funnel 

arrangement. 
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VER.BAIL TRAPS 

During the latter part of April, six Verbail traps were obtained 

to test their effectiveness in capturing and holdirg raccoons. They 

were set out for 66 trap-nights, but no raccoons were captured in them. 

A variety of sets were attempt~d. The traps were placed in runways 

without bait, the bait was placed at various heights .above the traps, 

and some sets were tried with the bait buried beneath the traps. On 

several occasions the bait was stolen and five different times the 

traps were thrown. During the ti.Jue when the Verbails were being tested 

12 raccoons were captured in the box traps in tre ·:same general area. 

As a further test tor t .he traps, tw:i of them were set for five nights 

in a J'x3'x5 1 holding pen containing a raccoon; they were set in such 

a manner that the raccoon would be forced to step on the traps. For 

five straight nights both of the traps were sprung, but on all occas-

ions they failed to hold the raccoon. The feet of a raccoon are 

slender and tapered and they appear able to escape easily from Ver bail 

traps. 
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HUNI'ING WITH DOGS AND UVE-CAPI'URING RACCOONS 

Another m::thod utilized in acquiring live raccoons was that of 

using d::>gs to tree the raccoons, an:i then by various means taking the 

'coons from the trees, This procedure has excellent possibilities as 

a source of supply if enough 'coon hunters can be induced to live-

capture their prey rather than shoot them from trees. The fact that 

raccoon hides have recently been bringing less than a dollar each has 

convinced many hunters that it is preferable to obtain live raccoons 

for the State. For example, the Game Commission collected over 200 

raccoons from hunters and trappers during the winter of 1947 by pay-

ing a premium price for live-trappea 'coons. 
. . 

Live-daptllI'ing 'coons with the aid of dogs is not easy. It is 

important that a man who is able to climb and handle himself well 

above ground be included in the hunting party. \Jnce the raccoon is 

"treed" it is necessary that one of the members of the party scale the 

tr ..:e and shake it out. Those below snare the fallen animal with a dip 

net. If the raccoon has taken refuge in a hollow it is drawn out with 

a noose, tor¥:;s, fire, or explosives. 

In Princess Anne County much of the 'coon hunting is done in the 

daytime. The writer spent several de.ys in the field with a group of 

hunters, but the hunts were unrewarding. On one occasion, the 'coons 

refused to "tree" and three raccoons were killed by dogs in the marsh. 
< 

Two of the three were pregnant females. Sixteen r~ccoons were turned 

over to the State by a hunter who had been granted a special permit; 

but he would not disclose t~ total number of 'coons his dogs had 
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killed in the process of capturing the sixteen. (See Fig. 17). 

At the present time the 'coon hunters in Princess hnne and 

adjoining counties are organizing an associ~tion. Two of the aims 

of. this organization are to pr~hibit shooting raccoons from trees 

and to discourage the practice of destroying trees. If these con-

servationists take their self-imposed rulings seriously, the State 

may find thct hunters will furnish them a yearly quota of live rac-

coons. Thirty five hunters and several hundred dogs should be able 

to capture alive a substantial number of raccoons during a season. 

Such 'coons would be very v~uable f-0r use in any raccoon restock-

ing project which might be undertaken here in Virginia. 



.. 
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BAIT 

It was important from the beginning to determine the bait or lure 

most readily acceptable to raccoons in this region, and one which could 

be both easily obtained and economical. ln the Michigan trapping, 

Stuewer (1943) found thl'Jt a combination of smoked herring and corn was 

the most tempting bait. '!be h3rring was used to serve as the lure and 

the corn was eaten once the raccoon was in the trap. 

The raccoon, like all other species, will eat whc:t is available 

in season, and as this particular trapping project was being carried 

on in the winter, natural food was pt a minimum. 1'his fact probably 

accounts for the s.ucces.s which was obtained with a wide variety of 

bait. The most effective bait tried on t re islands was fresh carp, 

but on the mainland raccoons were cr.ptured in greater numbers with a 

combination of carp and corn. Sardines, l:X)th the California VRriety 

packed in tomato sauce and those packed in soy bean oil, were equally 

successful. however, sardines had several disC1dvantages which rendered 

trem impracticci 1. ln the first place, they are re: the r expensive; to 

adequately bait a trap a full can should be utilized. 10.t the cost of 

twenty two cents a can an:i with a t otcil of 92 traps to be baited, the 

cost of baiting one night with sardines v.ould have been twenty dollars. 

Sard;Lnes were employed sparingly when other baits were unavailable by 

having one can usuallY; serv~ to bait at least ,five traps. Another 

disadvantage was that rodents api:eared to relish sardines and were 

responsible for daily losses. Too, when the traps were set along the 

edges of the marsh, sardines were consistently washed away by the tide 
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when it rose or fell according to the changes in wind direction. 

Ordinarily, carp could be bought from commercial fishermen 

on the rlay for six cents a pound, but during the winter trapping 

adverse weather conditions suspended most fishing activities and 

baiting of the traps suffered accordingly. Carp could usually 

be obtained on the mainland, but with the advent of spring, the 

carp in the traps became putrid in a few days and the baiting be-

came progressively expensive. 1 Coons would not enter a- trap unless 

the fish was relatively fresh. The carp was cut into sections of 

about one half pound each. 

In suJTJm3.ry, the following baits were used to trap raccoons: 

carp, catfish, bowfin, fried catfish, corn, mackeral and corn, carp 

and corn, perch, sardines, leg of snow goose, crippled canvas back, 

smoked herring, salted spots, and blue fin sunfish. Other baits used 

without success were: muskrat carcasses, honey, after-dinner mints, 

apples, cracklings, bread with jelly, and blue crabs. 
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NUMBERS HANDLED 

During the trapping period January 3 to April 26 seventy 

raccoons were capturecj. Forty four of these were trapped on the 

islands of tre dack Bay National .hefuge and 26 in the variagated 

habitats of Princess hnne County. Eleven raccoons were collected 

from a local hunter who possessed a special permit to obtain live 

raccoons for the State 1 and three live 'coons were qbtained .from a 

local trapper. The total number of raccoons handled during the 

study was eighty four. This figure does not include the immature 

raccoons atterrled during the breeding habits study. The trapping 

success by month is given in Table 2. 

The data in this Table would seem to irrlicate that January was 

the best trapping month of the four, and that any future live-trapping 

of raccoons might be most successful ly carried on during that month. 

However, there are certain factors which should be considered before 

any such conclusions can be reached. 

January, 1947 was unusually warm. The United States Weather 

Bureau at Cape Henry reported an accumulated departure from normal 

temperatures of plus 251° F during January. The higmr temperatures 

probably accounted for the general increased activity of the raccoon 

populations during the entire month. 

The law of diminishing returns is well exemplified in the tre_pping 

of raccoons. Only a definite number inhabit a region and the greatest 

success was usually obt8ined during the first '?leek of trapping in £:! 

given area. As the raccoons v.ere removed, the population naturally' 
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decreased and the chances of trapping the animals correspondingly dim-

inished. 

Bait was an important factor. When the traps were baited daily 

the chances of capturing the raccoons undoubtedly increased. The mild 

January weather i:e rmit ted more regular checking of sets than was pos-

sible during the months of February and lldarch when the Bay was unnav-

igatable a good deal of the time, thereby making it impossible to tend 

the traps regularly. 

The month of April shows a percentage success ratio of 1.87% but 

during the latter part of this month one separate line yielded a 4.06% 

ratio. 

The best tim3. for trapping raccoons in Southeastern Virginia could 

not definitely be determined, in that trapping was attempted only during 

a four-month period.. Raccoons are probably less active in the winter 

but their na tura 1 food supply is limited. During the summer and fall 

the raccoons are more active, but natural food is available. In the 

1?.tter seasons, the presence of juvenile raccoons should substantially 

increase trapping results. Stuewer (1943) found tmt the months of 

May, July, and August were the most profitable trapping periods in · 

Michigan. 
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TABLE II 

TRAPPING SUCCESS BY MONTH AND BY AREA 

-rrapping Success 
Month No. of 'Coons Tra:e=nights Percentage 

,, 
January 26 1190 2.18 I 

' 

February 14 712 1.9 i 

March 12 1314 0.91 

April 18 958 1.87 

Totals 70 4174 1.67 
··-

Ragged Island 13 731 1. 77 

Long Island 31 1731 i 1.77 

Mainland 26 1712 1.5 
~ ' I 

Totals 70 4174 1.67 
I 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE RhCCOON 

Hamilton (1943) describes only Oll3 subspecies of the eastern 

raccoon (Procyon lotor lotor) as app:iaring in Tidewater Virginia. 

Hunters and tra.ppers in this area declare that there are at least 

four varities of raccoons. They tell of swamp 'coons, marsh 'coons, 

woods 1 coons, and a long-legged variety known as the "old coaster". 

Any raccoon seen by these men can be quickly classified into one of 

these groups. There is no doubt about there being color variations 

among individual raccoons, and it has been observed during the trap-

ping opera~ions that raccoons live in any of th~ habitats available--

swamps, marsh, and woods. Whether or not there are more than one 

sub-species in this area of Virginia has not been definitely estab-

lished. 

In attempting to describe a raccoon represent a. tive of the area, 

the following observations are given: 

Dentition--I:3/3 C: 1/1 PM: 4/4 M: 2/2 equals 40; canines 

from 10-15 mm. long, distance between canill3s from 18-31 nvn; canines 

are often worn or broken in irrlividuals handled; at times canines worn 

to level of incisors; mollars brce.d. 

Ears, Head, and Face--Ears 25-43 mm. long, prominent, usually erect 

except when angry, the~ ear~ flattened against ,neck; ears usually light 

gray in color; top of head dark gray a~ black with black stripe running 

between eyes almost to snout; intense black mar king or mask surrounding 

eyes and narrowing at back of cheek; whitish gray usually above and be-, 
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low mask; muzzle rather long and sharp, snout black and flexible; 

whiskers light ray; eyes prominent, black. 

Neck and Back-Neck short; usually a reddish-gold "sunspot" on 

neck region; yellow-tan on middle of back gro.ving progressively darker 

toward rump; pelage thick and long. 

Underoorts--Silver gray or yellow-tan, always lighter than the 

back region. 

Tail-Striped with alternate dark brown and yellow-tan, bushy, 

average length 150-210 mm. 

Legs and Feet-Light, bleached-out gray with mixture of dark 
. -

brown; hind feet resemble those of human infant; naked, thin, long, 5 

toes with .'claws; average from 91-100 !Ml. 

Local hunters claim that the sex of raccoons can be determined by 

examining the IIBsk; if the black is continuous across the face, the 

•coon is a male; if the mask is broken by a lighter coloration on 

either side of the eyes, the •coon is a femalE]. This method of 

distinguishing the sexes has been tested. In some cases the hunters 

were right, but the writer has found this feature too unreliable to 

be used as a critera. J!.nother supposed rrethod of distinguishing 

between the sexes is to observe the "sun spot" imrrediately back of 

the reek.. The male usually has an intense marking, whereas that of 

the female blends into the coloration of the back region. 

Among the indiviauals ·handled during this study, there was a 

surprising variation in_ coloration. A raccoon_, captured with dogs 

near M~en, Virginia was al.nDst entirely black. .1.t is interesti.tl: 
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to note that this raccoon "treed" in a snag not CJVer six feet tall, 

and that an extremely light, cream-colored female was found in the 

same den. 

There have been several reports of albinism in the raccoon 

populetion in Princess ~nne County. One particular Norfo~ hunter 

has a mounted specinen of a pure albino captured in the county. 
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SEX RATIOS 

Stuewer (1943) found a male:female ratio of 1.08:100 (.133 males 

to 123 females) among 256 raccoons trapped in Michigan. Butterfield 

(1944) reports a sex ratio of 46% male:54% !etmle among juvenile rac-

coons trapped during 1942 and i943 in Ohio. 

It is believed that sex rc>tios of raccoons in most areas are about 

equally divided. However, of the 84 raccoons handled in the present 

study, 58 were males and 26 were female; a male to female ratio of 

2.23:1. Of the raccoons live-trapped,; there was a ratio of 2.04 males 

to 1 female (47 males to 23 females). The raccoon population appeared 

to be more nearly equal on ~agged Island than in any other region. 

Since the raccoon is polygamous arx:l the trFpped creatures were baing 

used to restock depleted areas, a predominance of females would rave 

been preferable. The ratio obtained was undesirable, but unavoidable. 

It may well be th?.t the ratio found is not a true picture of the rac-

coon population in Princess Anne County. J-1. totel of 84 raccoons may 

not be considered an adequate sampling of the population. Considerable 

work would have to bE. done over e. period of years to determine whether 

this trend is definitely significant. 

It may be t·hat the disproportionate sex ratio shown on Table 3 

may be explained by the fact thc'.t the trapping was done during the 

breeding season and that the females were consequently less active 

during this period. The 1 coon hunters in Princess MU'lC County elaim 

that for many years they m ve been catching an even higher percentage 

of males than the present retio indiceites. They believe th1:1t female 
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raccoons are either mre difficult to capture, or that for some unknown 

reason the female population in this county has been reduced. Of the 11 

raccoons collected from local hunters, 8 were males. The three raccoons 

captured with steel traps were males. Perhaps the present ratio is an 

indication of a CPndition of over-population or of a limited food supply. 
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TABLE III 

SEX RATIO BY AREAS AND BY MONTH; 

I • 
Tulli Male Female Ratio 

I 

Ragged Island 13 6 7 1:1.2 

Long Island 31 24 I 7 ! 3.4:1 ' ' 

Mainland I 26 ! 17 
I; 

9 1.9:1 I' 

! 
- " 

70 47 23 2:1 

. -· 
1'1 

Total Male Female 

January 26 17 9 1.9:1 

February 14 10 4 2.5:1 

March 12 8 4 2:1 

April 18 12 6 2:1 

70 47 23 2:1 

I 
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WEIGHr S OF RACCOCNS 

Seton (1929) gives an account of a 'coon weighing49 pounds. Dave 

Robertson, Game Warden of Norfolk, reported a raccoon in the Norfolk 

Zoo weighing over 30 pounds, but this individual had been castrated. 

In regard to weights of raccoons,. Whitney (19.31) states: "The author 

has read accounts of racc~cnswhich weighed as much as 55 pounds. Such 

raccoons are weighed with the imagination and muscles of men rather than 

by mechanical scales". The largest 'coon of over JOO captured in Mass-

achusetts and Connecticut weighed 22 pounds 10 ounces. (Whitney--1931). 

Raccoons handled durin& the present study were weighed while in 

the fun.'\el. The nature of the present project warranted only one weight 

record on any one individual, but there is undoubtedly a variation of 

weights from season to season, as well as in age groups. If the raccoons 

had been trapped, weighed, and released, then retrapped throughout the 

year, more definite info:rimtion could have been obtained on the weights 

of raccoons in Princess Anne County. 

It s eems reasonable to assume that since the trapping was being 

done at a season when the natural food supply was at its lowest, the 

weights of the raccoons captured would be: less than at any other per-

iod of the year. Raccoons supposedly eat large quantities of persim-

mons, corn, acorns, crayfish, and other natural food abundant during 

the fall season. Theoretically, they are attempting to accumulate . ... (" 

enough fat to tide tnem through the winter when there are numerous 

days of inactivity and food is limited. Stuewe; (194~) found that the 

majority of Michigan raccoons were at a minimum weight during March. 
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During the periods in February when ice and storms on the Bay 

prevented the checking of traps regularly, four raccoons died in the 

traps cm .Liang Island. 'Three of the ra.ccoons were obviously yearlings--

a female and two males weighing only 3 pounds 8 ounces, 3 pounds, 4 

ounces, and 4 pounds 2 ounces repectively. Autopsies revealed that 

none of these raccoons possessed any body fat, a factor probably con-

tributing to their deaths (See Fig, 18). 

A fems.le weighing 9 pounds 4 ounces was captured during a six day 

period when the Bay was completely frozen over; she was found in a 

weakened condition and died within 24 hours. This raccoon had a thick 

layer o! fat on her body. 

Duri~g the trapping period, the heaviest raccoon handled was a 

male weighing 19 pounds 8 ounces. This individual was captured in 

January with the aid of dogs in Princess Anne County. The heaviest 

male live-trapped was caught on .Long Island on january 26, weighing 

18 pounds 5 ounces. The heaviest female trapped weighed 11 pounds 

4 ounces; s-he was captured on Long Island on Janue.ry 28th. 

The average weights of the individuals trapped by locality are 

given in Table 4. 

, . 
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TABLE IV 

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF LIVE-TRh.PPED R,:iCCOONS BY AREJ'1 JI.ND BY MONTH 

' ' . 
I 

No. Male !i2.=. Fe.rrale. 

Ragged Isl and 6 9# 11 oz. 7 7# 6 oz. -

Long Island 24 10# 11 oz. 7 8# 10 oz. 

Mainland 17 10ff 12 oz. 9 7# 9 oz. 

··-

~ 

Ind. Weight Ind. ·1leight 
No. Males fu2.:.. Ferm les 

January 17 11# 4 oz. 9 8# 

February 10 9# 8 oz. 4 7# 8 oz. 

March 8 9# 14 oz. 4 I ?fl 13 oz. 

April 12 lOtr 14 oz. 6 7# 14 oz. 

~-

The average weights of 47 male raccoons trapped was 10 pounds 

8 ounces. The. 23 fan.ales captured averaged 7 pounds 14 ounces. 

, " 
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LONGEVITY 

It is important from a management standpoint to know the maximum 

age a species attains in the wi. ld. It is also important to know the 

maximum age at which both sexes breed. A review of literature re-

vealed that there is little available information on the longevity of 

raccoons. Lirrluska (1946) in a per9:'.>nal comeilnication with Stuewer 

mentions a tagged raccoon recaptured after 7 years. The president of 

the Tidewater •coon Hunters' Association claims to have kept a female 

in captivity for fourteen years after capturing her as a juvenile. 

Several raccoons captured during the present study had the 
. -

appearance of being extremely old. One male raccoon captured on 

January 26 ·possessed a course, dry pelt, his canines were worn down 

to the level of the incisors, and he lacked_: E,:xternal ears. How-

ever the studies in Michigan indicated that even though there are 

indices for distinguishing between juveniles and yearlings, there is 

as yet no reliable standard for judging the exact age of any indivi-

dual raccoon captured. Dentition studies might be an indicator, but 

the exact or even approximate age is impossible to determine. 

The only method of determining actual age is to tag the indivi-

duals when they -are young 1 then by keeping in close contact, perhaps 

by successive trapping yearly, oomething definite could be learned. 

'Vl 'coons age" has been a favorite phrase in this country for years, 

but what a "'coon's age" is remains a. Jl\Ystery. Nontheless, it seems 

reasonable that with no outstanding predators except man and dog, 

this species ha.s a chance of attaining an age at least comparable 

to that of a dog. 
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ACTIVITY 

Most manunalogist s will agree t tat raccoons are essentially noc-

turnal in their activities. Anthony states definitely that "raccoons 

are strictly nocturnal in habit and unless disturbed do not come out 

in the daytime". However, there has been some evidence during the 

trapping in Princess anne County that the raccoons often feed and move 

about freely during a twenty four hour period. This tendency may or 

may not be peculiar to this particular region. 

The writer was surprised to learn that rome of the most success-

ful hunting in Princess Anne County is day-time hunting, and this fact 

alone woulQ. indicaJ:,e the.t raccoons are active ttien. 

At least one raccoon was captured while feeding diurnally and it 

is probable that ma.ny othe rs entered the traps before night. The sets 

were usually che cked in early morning and were not visit ed again until 

the following day. On January 7 the traps had been tended a t 1:00 in 

the m::>rning, and during the afternoon the writ er chanced to be in that 

same locality and discover ed a raccoon in one of the traps. On March 

2 a raccoon was surprised in a t hie ket of gr.eeroriar on which it was 

evidently feeding at the titre it was observed. In a }?3riod of l e ss 

' than an hour, three raccoons were seen on Long island; one was sunning 

itself atop a loblolly snag, mile the other two scampered from a 

honeysuckle bed. On 'Nf$y + 7 ,fi ahermen observed , three raccoons feeding 

at mid-day on a Ragged Island marsh. During June an adult and three 
_, 

kits were observed by the writer crossing a highway near Pungo, Vir-

ginia. 
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Trapping records and field notes bear testimony that raccoons in 

this county are a:>mparitively inactive d.lring periods of moonlight. 

This characteristic was originally pointed out by hunters who claim 

that their dogs rarely strike a trail on moonlight nights, and as a 

parallel, it is interesting to note that of the raccoons captured, few 

were trapped on or during the period leading to full moon. 

Tracks, as well as trapping successes, were greatly reduced during 

cold, windy weather. The highest degree of trapping success was exper-

ienced during, warm, wet ~ ather, indicating that raccoons are more 

active during rainy periods. 

In discussing dormancy of raccoons dlring severe winter wea~her, 

Hamilton (1943) states ths t 11 such dormancy is not akin to hibernation, 

for the metabolism is not lcmered as with the woodchuck and other true 

hibernaters". Th:? winter of 1947 was exceptionally severe in ?rincess 

Anne County and there wero periods of a week or roore men raccoons 

appeared to have "holed up" temporarily; no raccoons were captured, 

tracks and other evidences of movement were non-existent. At the ad-

vent of milder weather, the raccoons resumed their usual habits. On 

March 9 there was a three-inch tracking snow on the islands. A 

systematic survey of the araa failed to reveal any raccoon tracks. 

Whether the 1 coons do not move during snowfall could not be determined 

from this one opportunity offered by a tracking snow. 
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RACCOON-~fUSKRAT RELATIONSHIPS 

One of the main objections to raccoons in Eastern Virginia is that 

they reputedly destory young muskrats and rob traps of captured 'rats. 

Trappers naturally object to this interference with their profits from 

the muskrat trap lines. Ther·e were nwnerous muskrat homes under obser-

vation on the islands and they were chec~ed r)eriodically for signs of 

raccoon disturbance. (See Fig. 19). Unfortunately, operations were 

transfereed to the mainland before the young muskrats were born, and 

thus nothing was established on the extent of raccoon predation. A 

reconnaisance was made on ~ong Is].and on June 5 an.d a number of musk-

rat hoIOOs were noted; none appeared to have been disturbed during the 

spring months. 

Normally, muskrat tra'Jping is permitted on the liefuge, wt due 

to the absence of the refuge manager during tm winter of 1947, all 

commerical trapping was pFohibited. For this reason, no conclusive 

evidence could be obtained regarding raccoon thefts from muskrat traps. 

On one occasion 14 fr esh muskrat carcasses were used as bait dlring 

84 trap nights. No raccoons were captured, but this does not prove that 

they are not acceptable food to raccoons. Portions of muskrat carcasses 

were placed in the holding pens of four captive raccoons, and the neat 

was consumed in all cases. This, however, cannot be presented as proof 

of a predilection for muskrat on the part of raccoons. 
' 

Nuraerous observations were made on the islands where raccoons and 

muskrats had fed in the same habitat; their tracks could be found 

closely intermingled along the beaches. Even though no absolute plund-
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ering was discovered, it is possible that raccoons rray occasionally 

destroy houses end even consume the young 'rats. Circumstantial 

evidence is offered by the trappers, but the writer did not obtain 

evidence thPt would convict the raccoon of muskrat predation. 

Literature presents sore facts regarding raccoon-muskr<'\t rela-

tionsh'ips. Smith (1938) found that "individual raccoons 50metimes 

form the habit of breaking into muskrat houses, probably in seareh 

of young, and will break open all the houses in a large area in a 

surprisingly short time. Whether they kill adults has not been 

established. A mass of raccoon fecal waste found on the marsh on 

August 10, 1932, was composed largely of muskrat fur. · When a rac-

coon forms' the house-breaking habit it does great damage, but the 

species cannot be considered a serious pest". 

Giles (1939) found one 'coon scat containing fur and bone frag-

ments of a muskrat. 

Lay (1945) presents some facts which mig)lt well account for some 

damage blamed on the raccoon. He states that 11 lntraspecific strife 

(muskrats fighting among themselves) causes more than one third of 

the pelt damage on well-stocked marshes and is more important than 

any other among damage causes. Any muskrat caught, but not killed 

by the trap, apparently is attacked by the fir st muskrat that passes". 
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SURVIVAL 

Each raccoon shipped from Princess ;.mne County was marked for 

future identification by a metal tag placed in it 1 s ear. Little 

infor.rmtion has been accumulated on the survival of the raccoons 

shipped, and it is too early to ascertain the results. it. follow-

up and careful check on the release areas in Southwestern Virginia 

is strongely recommended. If the State is to continue having rac-

coons live-trapp:id from this and other areas, it is important to 

have knowledge of the survival rate of the individuals already 

shipped. 

Info:r:ffi3 tion has been gi. ven by Mr. Hamley. on the fate of two 

out of five raccoons liberated in Montgomery County during the winter 

of 1947. These five raccoons had been caught with steel trri ps in 

Eastern Virginia, and, according to the report, two of the five were 

in such weakened corrlitions that they could barely drag themselves 

off from the point of release. One of these 'coons wa.s captured 

alive by a violator several weeks later and was in turn sold to 

another individual. One of the five raccoons who appeared to be in 

good condition when marked and released, was found dead along a stream 

several weeks later, sore three miles from the point of release. The 

raccoon was in a state of decomposition and the cause of death could 

not be determined. 

Even though the raccoon is an intelligent a.nd rugged enimal 

capable af edjusting to difficult circumstances, there is some ques-

tion of the ability of tre raccoon to adjust itself to a habitat too 
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drastically varied from his original environment. There is a tremen-

cous ecological variance between the marsh-swamp territories where the 

naimals were trapped this P'l st winter and the areas where they are 

being released in the mountain regions of Southwestern Virginia. Per-

haps raccoons displaced from their native mrshes will not remain in 

their new ha bi tats, but will move in search of more familiar environment. 

In Arkansas a tagged raccoon was recovered 150 miles from the point 

of release, according to Butterfield (1944). 

·' 
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FEEDING HABITS 

The raccoon is an omnivorous f eeder and generally will eat what-

ever is available in season. During the present study no coneentrated 

attempts were made to carry on a qualitative or quantitative food 

habits study, but soire sup;;rficial infor11Btion was obtained. Numerous 

scats were examined from time to titre, and :roods available at the var-

ious periods of examination were carefully noted. 

During September when the first twenty traps were transported to 

oack Bay for trial, many scats were found throughout Long Island. They 

appeared to contain persimmon seeds for the most part. There are a good 

number of persimmon trees on ~ong Island and it was concluded that rac-

coons eat abundantly of this fruit in the autumn. There was no culti-

vated corn on the island and the mast producing trees were negligable. 

Hackberry trees doubtless supplied a rource of food during the fall 

season. 

Back Bay has long been famous for it 1 s duck shooting, and even 

though the waterfowl population has diminished considerably.~ it is 

still a favorite sport in this locality. lt •naturall~ follows that 

crippled ducks are available to the mmmals. During Janu:i.ry most of 

the raceoon scats examined contained quantities of waterf·owl feathers, 

and waterfowl carcasses were found along the edges of the marsh both 

on Ragged and Long Isla.rrls. Three raccoons were captured by using 

crippled waterfowl as bait. The majority of the scats examined during 

February and OOa.rch contained large quantities of Smilax berries. 

Holly berries were also available but for the most part, the raccoons 
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on the islands appeared to be beachcombers, following the shores in 

search of fish, crabs, arrl other aquatic organisms. 

Warm3r weather in JYlarch and t.pril brought forth earthworms, frogs, 

and crayfish for the raccoon's consumption on the mainland. Tracks were 

aburrlant in fields and drainage ditches where these organisms could be 

found. 

Corn and mast v.hich were still available were being utilized during 

the springtime. Four 1 coons were captured in and a.round a cornfield 

where the crop had not been harvested. 

Opportunity to observe captive raccoon feeding was offered over a 

period of months. Even though these observations were made under unnat-

ural conditions, they might be worthy of record. 

Each evening the raccoons were given a substantial quantity of 

commerical dog food and a c0n of water. They were supplied with fresh 

fish, sardines, apples, and t~ble scraps when such it ems were available. 

During the ~ee.Jing habits study the females were fed a wide variety of 

foods. One female 'coon refused to eat any food except chicken eggs 

and survived on this diet for several weeks. (See Fig. 20). On several 

occasions live crabs Wyre given to the captive ra.ccoons. The 1 coons had 

doubtless had experiences with crabs before; they invariably consumed 

both claws before attacking the remainder of the organism. 

The individuals differed in their acceptances of food. Some would 
, ' 

eat readily the first night after capture, while others would refuse .to 

eat ! or several days. There was also an individual variation in the 

time of eating. Some raccoons would eat almost immediately after the 
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food was placed in the pen, while others would wait until later at 

night and were never observed feeding. While eating the raccoon will 

sit on his haunches much like a squirrel, using his front paws to 

place the food in his mouth. 

One of the most controversial subjects regar '~ing the feeding 

habits of raccoons is whether or not they wash their food before 

consuming it. Anthony (1928) and Seton (1929) both expressed the 

belief that raccoons will, whenever possible, wash their food. 

Hamilton (1939) states that "The raccoon by no means invariably 

washes its food before consumption, as has often been eronously 

stated". 'Whitney (1931) likewise objects: 11Unquestiomi bly the 

most cor:unon error· into v.hich writers have fallen in regard to the 

habits ·of raccoons is that the raccoon washes most of the food that 

he eats. Lotor means "the washer 11 , but in the wild state the rac-

coon washes almost nothing that he eats". 

~ring the present study tre writer had an opportunity to daily 

observe different 'coons feeding in the holding :i:ens for a period of 

approximately six months. Even though wa.ter was always present in 

the :i:ens, no observations were made of raccoons washing their food, 

regardless of the type of food offered them. It seems logical that 

if washing food was a habit of the species, some of the individuals 

would have displayed the tendency. It docs not seem reasonable that 

a I COOn Will gather an armful , Of persimmons or Corn and then run down 

to a stre.Flllll to wash it before eating. 
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DENNING HABITS 

Constant efforts were made to locate den trees during ~he six 

months ~riod of study, The trees in the vicinity of each area 

trapped were systematically checked. If trees contained cavities or 

potential d~ns they were climbed when physically possible. 

On the islands of the Refuge every tree was examined critically 

and only two den trees were discovered, both being on Long Island. 

One was a loblolly pine snag approximately twenty feet high. This 

snag was open at the top and would provide no shelter whatsoever from 

the elements, yet it was found occupied. The othe.r den was located 

in a larg~ mulber~y tree on the northern end of Long Island. The 

trunk of this tree had been broken six feet from the ground; the 

remainder of the tree was at right angles to the trunk in an ele-

vated position. It the point of the break there was a well-concealed 

entrance to the den. Raccoon hairs were found m-ound the entrance 

and well .... worn runways led to this particular tree. 

Loblolly pine, hBckberry, ~nd p;:irsimrnons are the principal trees 

on the islands, but these species appear to be largely free of cavi-

ties of sufficient size to accommodate raccoons. 

When it is considered that 44 raccoons were removed from the 

islands and that a substantial number undoubtedly re.main, the ques-

tion of where the 1co9ns denned becomes a problem. The greatest 
• • I" , ,,, c 

trapping success on Long Island was achieved with a line encircling 

the wooded area on the south. Twenty four raccoons were captured 

around the edges of this woodlot, but a survey of each tree failed to 
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reveal any den trees. Honeysuckle was extremely thick in the IDods 

and it is believed that a large percentage of the raccoons on the 

islands denned on the ground beneath the honeysuckle. One such bed 

was found occupied by two raccoons, and numerous runways traversed 

the honeysuckle. A similar condition of no den trees but dense 

honeysuckle was found on Hagged Island at Persimmon Point; here three 

raccoons were captured in one night. 

Raccoons also inhabit the narsh of this region, probably in musk-

rat houses or in excavations dug by the rats. Raccoon tracks were found 

leading to underground dens. 111any of the · trapped individuals were ex-
•.. 

tremely muddy when caught, indicating that they might be denning in 

the burrows. 

Butterfield (1944) found that in Ohio "Many raccoons seem to 

be utilizing ground dens of one type or another, and the groundhog 

is playing an important part in the management of raccoons". Davis 

{1939) states that "Due to the scarcity of large deciduous trees in 

Southern Idaho, raccoons often are found occupying dens in basoltic 

cliffs and outcroppings'! 

Though basically arboreal, raccoons so.rretiims establish unusual 

homes. When the cabin was first occupied on Ragged Island, the presence 

of scats and raccoon hair indicated that raccoons had been utilizing the 

chimney and the foundation of the cabin. Racc oons were found to occupy . ' 
th~ nests of larger birds,' but ttl:se may have' been only temporary re-. 
fuges rather than permanent homes. Berrytold J 1925) observed a fe~ale 

with young in a magpie nest. 
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When the raccoon study was moved to the mainland, trees and marsh-

land also were critically examined in all areas tra nped. A pair of 

11 climbers 11 were obtained and likely-looking trees were examined. Al-

though numerous cavities were inspected, no occupied dens were dis-

covered. The results w::>uld doubtless have been more revealing if 

dogs had been used in the search for den trees, but with the advent 

of spring dog owners were reluctant to allow their hounds to run 

in the mrsh because of the prevalence of snakes. 
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BREEDING HABITS STUDY 

In an attempt to obtain inforrration on the breeding habits of 

raccoons in Prine ess Anne County, an experi.rrent was initiated during 

the month of April, 1947. Plans were made to live-trap and hold preg-

nant fennle raccoons in captivity. When the young were born, they 

would be weighed and Jneasured weekly, arrl thus a growth cu;rve would be 

developed which might be used as a critera for other litters found in 

the wild. .J.t was believed tha. t other pertinent data could be collected, 

such as: average size of litters, age at \'hich the young ·first open 

their eyes, care of the young by the females, and the approximate con-

cept ion dates. It was realized that the exper~ent would, of necessity, 

be carried out under unnatural conditions and that the results obtained 

would not necessarily be typical of raccoons in the wild. 

A holding :;:en 10'x6'x3' was constructed of 111x2 11 . 12~ gauge welded 

wire and pine two-by-fours and divided into four im hridual com))art-

ments each 3'x3'x5'. Each section tad a hinged door 15 11x3011 through 

which food and water could be given the captive females. The top of 

the holding prn was covered with tar pa~r and the northeastern side 

was enclosed with tin as a precaution against storm waves from the Bay. 

A nail keg filled with nesting materials was placed in each compart-

ment tc serve as a den for the female raccoons. (See Fig. 21). 

During the experi.rre nt fiv~ female!! were live-trapped from varied 
• • _,,. < • 

habitats and placed in the holding pen. .1111 of the raccoons appeared 

to be pregnant, as evidenced by swollen abdomens and enlarged mammaries. 

An attempt was made to keep disturbing influemes away from the holding 
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pen, and care was excercised in selecting proper food for the anirre.ls. 

Observations were made at intervals dlring the day and night. The 

females were numbered one through five !or- pur!JC)ses of identification 

arrl a history based on observations was kept on each. 

Female #1, weighing 8 pouM.s 12 ounces, was captured on March JO; 

she was retained in a trap until April 10 when she was placed in the 

larger holding J:Bn. While in captivity th is female ate very little, 

only occasionally consuming fresh carp or corn. She evidently chewed 

at her tail for it soon appeared a.lmost devoid of hair. Two young were 

born on fl)ay 3 at approximately 5:00 A.M. (at 6:00 A.M. the young were 

being .washed thoroughly by the female). The pair of young were observed 

during tre. following day, wt the female managed to hide them rather 

completely. On .May 4 the peculiar cry of young 1 coons could not be 

heard from the pen, and upon closer investigation, one inmature rac-

coon was found dead in the rear of the holding i:en, it 1 s head and neck 

badly mangled. Sin:e it was impossible for predators to enter the en-

closure, it was conClued tra t tre ferm.le had killed it. She was taken 

from the pen and a search was ne.de for the other offspring; as it was 

not discovered it was assumed that the mother had devoured it. 'i 'he 

male juvenile weighing 84.5 grams was Jl"eserved in alcohol. Judging 

from the date of the birth, it can safely be estimated tret this fem-

ale conceived around March 1, assuming the gestation period to be 63 

days. This fe m:ile was · 1B ter shipped to Grundy, Virginia :and released. 

Fe.rm.le #2 was caP:,ured on April ?; she weighed 10 pounds 2 ounces, 

more than any of the other captive fe!n3les. She readily consumed all 
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all food placed in her pen and on Ma.y 2 she gave birth to three young. 

Her conception date was thus around i!Jarch 1. The nest and the young 

were left undisturbed for two weeks, but were observed daily. During 

this time, the female appeared to be feeding and caring for mr off-

springs faithfully. Un several occasions she was observed cleaning up 

their excrement • 

The three kits were rerroved from the nest on Jl4ay 16 when they were 

two weeks old. The female was first persuaded to enter a box trap, then 

tre young were carried to the ca bin to be weighed and .rreasured. Rubber 

gloves were worn while tre imrmture &coons were being handled to elim-

inate the human odor as much as possible. The writer had been warned 

by indivi4uals mo had .attempted to raise young 'coons that the female 

would dispose of her young oree they were disturbed by humans. 

The three juveniles were males. They were designated #10, #20, 

and #30 at ram om. .1.t wa s not necessary to mark them in any way siree 

they were sufficiently dissimi18 r in physical characteristics for 

. identification. Nwnber 10 appeared dwarfed am weighed only hal'f as 

much as his brothers, and had suffered a lip injury. Number 20 had a 

dark tcin pslt, while #30 WA S light tan. The three weights in grruns 

were as follows: 

#10 101 
#20 208 
#30 249 

The following 11Easur.e~nts and observati9ns were made on HJO: 

Hirrl foot .35 mm, ear 14 mm., tail 60 mm., with a total length of 

175 mm. The eyes were closed; ears lay close to head, mask beginning 
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to fer m on face ; t ai 1 rings ir:rl is tin ct; heir fine, body clean; legs 

weak, not able to support weight of \::ody; cle.ws iresent. 

The immature raccoons were re placed in the den tox and fresh 

nesting material was provided. The female was then turned into the 

holding pen. .::>he seemed perturbed and immediately fled into the den, 

only to return with one of tre young in her mouth. She was evidently 

searchirg for a new nest lccation. She calmed down in ebout fifteen 

minutes, at which time each member of her femily was thorougly washed. 

On .llllay 19 immatµre raccoon frlO was found outside the nest in a 

manglBd corrl ition. It's pelt had been ripped off and there were teeth 

zm rks around the neck and head. This had been a weakling when hendled 

on the 16t~nd it wes deduced that for some reason the mother wcis neg-

lecting it while concentrating gree.t cere on his brothers. 

The two remaining young were e.gein taken from tre female on May 

23 when they were three weeks old, with the following measurements and 

observations: 

Male #20 hind foot ---40mm. tail 72 mm. ear 17 mm 
total length 225- rnrn. weight 378 grams 

Male #30 hir:rl f oot-~40 nun. tail 72 mm ear 17 mm 
total length 220 mm. weight 387 grams 

Eyes not O,Pen, no evidence of teeth, ears more erect, mask fromed, 

tail rings still irrlistinct; ebdomen large; legs still too weak for 

support, navigate by crawling with l::odies; voice much stronger. Female 

did not appear excited during the separation process. 

On !Jay 29 it WRS observed that #20 had opened his eyes, but #30 1s 

were still closed. 
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Observations .May 30 when juveniles ·Nere one month old: 

Male ff20 hind !oot 50 mm. tail 90 mm ear 20 .mm. 
t 'otal length 275 mm. total weight 502 grams 

Jl/Iale #30 hind foot 50 mm. tail 90 mm ear 
total length 260 mm. total weight 

20 mm. 
514 grams 

Eyes af #20 open rut appeared milky, eyes of #30 mucu.sed, just 

beginning to open, rings on tail now distinct; ears erect; hind feet 

oily, claws :irominent; ooth fet, awkward, not able to naviga.te well, 

but strong, did not cry as lustily as lest week, no evidence of teeth. 

Tre female did not apooar to object to the separation and readily re-

sumed her maternal duties, continued to eat regularly. All excrement 

of young was disposed of immediately by ferre.le; she kept the den clean 

and md a i1l.atrine·11 in the oorner of the holdirig pen. 

On June 6 the immature rccc oons WGre taken from female; they were 

35 days old. 'fhe following observations were made: 

Male ff20 hind foot 60 mm. tail 90 mm. ear 25 mm. 
total length 322 mm tota 1 weight 651 grams ~ 

Male #30 hind foot 60 mm. tail 87 mm. ear 23 mm. 
total length 300 mm. total weight 623 grams 

Incisors and canines beginning to form; bands on ta.il and f acia.l 

mask distinct; claws more tr onounced; legs still weak, but able to 

-hold onto erect. objects; did not crtry during weighing and measurement~. 

(See figs. 22 and 23). 

The two :ilnnIBture 1 coons we:re later taken to olacksburg where they 

gradually became stro~er ' and more difficult to handle. Trey were 

finally released with their mother in Mont gorery County. 
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Female #3 was captured April 8; she weighed 7 pounds 8 ounces, 

appeared tame, but ate very little. A large variety of food was placed 

in her pen, tut to no avail. ~he died on a,::r il 21, rrobably from star-

vat ion. ••h.., •• a.u.topsied she was found to contain thr e e embroyos, two 

males arrl l female, well advanced. 

Female #4 was captured hpril 15; she weighed 7 pounds 12 ounces 

and appeared exceptionally heavy with young men captured. Considerable 

hair was missing from her back. Four days from the tine of capture she 

gave birth to two male kits. .Sm evidently cared for her litter for a 

period of two weeks, then lost interest in them. The kits were ejected 

from the nest on four occasions by the feimle and returned to her side 

by the writer. 'I'he young kits died 17 days aft.er their birth, probably 

from starvation. 

Female #5 was captured April 17; she weighed eight pounds and 

appeared heavy. bhe readily ate all food provided until May 3 when 

she went on a hunger strike. She beca.ma progressively weaker and it 

was thought that she would not survive. After a week's privation she 

began eating an egg each night but would touch nothing else. Although 

left in captivity until late in June this female did not produce any 

young. She was . eventually r e leased in Montgomsry County. 

In swrumry, it may be said that the rGsults of this particular 

experirrent were for the most part regative. Three of the females g~ve 
' birth to litters, one female died in captivity when she refused to eat, 

and the fifth female was · unpDoductive. Two of the productive females 

displayed a canabolistic instinct by disposing of their litters; one 
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killed hsr offspring two days after their birth and the other appeared 

to lose her maternal instincts after two weeks and refutJed to care for 

them. Nevertheless, some information was obtained which may or may not 

be significant. The exact dates of birth of three litters were observed 

on ~pril 19, May 2, and J'Jiay 3, respectively. It is generally agreed that 

the gestation period of raccoons is 63 days (Ashbrook, 1929); therefor~, 

the three ra'ccoons conceived around February 15, JI/larch l, and March 2nd. 

It is realized tmt thrEc records do not afford an adequate sample, but 

they indicate that the breeding season in Princess Anne County falls in 

February and tre early part of March. 

Most mamnalogists agree that raccoons bear from three to seven young. 

Stuewer fo~nd an average of four offspring .i:er litter in Michigan • 
• 
Anthony (1928) also states trat four is the average litter size. During 

the present study four pregnant females were autopsied and three births 

were observ~d. The births included litters of J, 2, _and 2 and the autop-

sies revealed embryos numbering 3, 3, 2, and 1. The seven female~ w:>uld 

have produced a total of 16 young raccoons, assuming thc:!t all survived, 

maldng the average slightly aver two per female. Of course, seven re" 

cords is hardly a fair sample but it rray indicate a trend. Another 

interest~g situation ms presented when tra embryos and immature rac-

coons were sexed, for a definite predominance of male raccoons in this 

small sample was evident. This information directly correlates with 

results obtained in tr~pping ma.ture raccoons. , 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF RACCOONS 

During the period of the study there were no opportunities to 

observe the areas where the trapped racc~ons were being released, 

but from observations made in Princess Anne County and from .liter-

ature studied on the species, some reconmendations might be ma.de 

regarding the management of the raccoon in the State of Virginia. 

The most obvious need from a management standpoint is an ex-

tensive study of raccoons in areas where they are supposedly 

scarce. This study should attempt to determine numbers as well as 

physical conditions of raccoons in depleted areas, and an attempt 

should be made to determine the limiting factor of the species. 

There seem8 to be a variety of reasons for the decline of raccoon 

populations. In Nevada, raccoon populations are small due to the 

absence of water in their habitat (Hall, 1946). In Idaho, Davis 

(1939) reports a shortage of large deciduous trees suitable for 

dens. Mills (1928) reported that "the raccoon is certainly dim-

inishing in numbers alarmingly, due largely to over-trapping and 

to hunting for sport. Deforestration is also playing a µtrt in 

the troubles of the raccoon". 

Thus, in Southwestern Virginia an attempt should be made to 

ascertaih the available food supply for a 12 month period, the 

availability of den _trees, the hunting rressure, and the amount of 
- . ' 

• illegal hunting and trapping. If the habitat is found to be suitable 

to support larger raccoon populations, then only should restocking ee 
attempted. On the otoor hand, if the environment is lacking in oome 

habitat requirement of raccoons, management steps should be taken. 
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For instance, i! den trees are lacking denning boxes could be pro-

vided. If winter food is the limiting factor, corn could be planted 

in certain l~allties and allowed to stand during the winter. "The 

most obvious need in restoring raccoon populations is an improved 

habitat" according to Brown and Yeager (1943). An educational program 

among 'coon hunters might help tre situation. The hunters should be 

instructed th:it cutting of den trees, use of fire and explosives, ex-

cess bags and illegal trapping are all detrimental to raccoon popu-

lations. 

If restocking is found to be essent:ial, certain steps could be 

taken to assure better results from the effort. Only raccoons in 

the best p\'lysical .ron:iition should be accepted for restocking; those 

''coons captured with steel traps and injured should not be used. 

Sine e the object is to increase 'coon popul.3. tions, and in that the 

raccoon is polygamous, a premium price should be paid for female 

raccoons. If possible, raccoons for restocking should be collected 

in localities where the environmental conditions do not vary too 

widely from the habitat where they are to be released. All stocked 

'coons should be tagged and a survival study should be made at chosen 

release points in order to ascertain the survival rate of displaced 

raccoons. If the raccoons are not surviving, there appears to be no 

logical reason for continuing to restock areas on a yearly basis. 

Such stocking will pe:rha ps provide a temporary, increase in hunting, but 

if the envirorurental conditions are undesirable for reproduction, there 

seems little practical value in continuing the program until habitat 
I 

improve~nts could be made, 

c 
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SUMlvlhRY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Seventy raccoons were live-trapped in 4174 trap nights. An 

additional 14 'coons were collected in Princess Anne County during the 

period of the study, 

2. A modification of the old ~iological Survey box trap was 

utilized, principally in live-trapping raccoons. This trap proved •,, 
capable of capturing and holding 'coon:;;, but it's bulkiness plus the ., 
cost of o_IErating limita ,it's practicablity. If raccoon restocking 

is to co rttinue in the State, i:e rhap.s the most efficient method of ob-

taining live raccoons is to .collect them from hunt~.rs and trappers in 

areas where there is a large raccoon population. 

3. The most readily accpeted bait for raccoons rroved to be fresh 

carp on the is lands of Back ~ and a combination of corn and carp on 

the lIBi nland. 

4 • .t1. male-female ratio of 2.04:1 was found among the 84 raccoons 

handled . 

5. Th3 average weights af 47 male raccoons trapped was 10 pounds 

8 ounces. The 23 females captured averaged 7 pow'rl.s 14 ourees. 

6. Raccoons in Princess Anne are not strictly nocturnal. Numer-

ous observations were lIB.de which indicate th:tt 'coons move about diurnally. 

7. Trapping results irrlicated th8.t raccoons were more active during 

pericxls when the temperatures were relatively high and when there was 

percipitation. 

B. With regard to the controversial issue ·as to whetoor or not' 

raccoons wash their food, the writer had opportunity ci.l.r ing the pre sent 

study to ms.ke daily observa tions on raccoon feediq; habits for a period 
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of six months. Even though water was always available in the holding 

pens, none of the raccoons dis played the tendency to wash their food, 

regardless of the type food given them. 

9. Den trees were scarce in most sections of Princess hnne ~ounty. 

On the is lands where 44 raccoons were removed, only two tree dens were 

dis covered. haccoons are probably using groun:i dens constructed by the 

muskrat and dens un:ierneath honeysuckle. 

10. The five .female raccoons were retained in captivity in order 

that information might be obtained on the breeding habits of raccoons. 

Three af the females gave birth to litters, one female died in captivity, 

ard the fifth 'coon was unproductive. Two of the productive females 

displayed the cannipalistic instinct indisp:>sin~ of their litters. 

The exact dates of ·birth of the three litters were: April 19, May 2, 

and May 3, respectively. These dates v.ould seem to indicate that the 

breeding season in Princess Anne County reaches its peak in February 

and early March. An average litter of 2.3 "kits" i::er female was 

found among seven female raccoons; this averag~ was reached by 

including three birth records an9 four autopsies on pregnant female 

raccoons. 
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